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We are excited about what such an
inconspicuous sensor band can do. How

something new and innovative
technology into something new and

innovative is what the care industry is
waiting for.

is waiting for. Quick installation and
easy maintenance round off the

solution. Gladly more
of it!

Hans-Jürgen Neffgen

Technical Manager at AWO

KReisverband Neuwied

Intelligent baseboards that report critical situations
via an alarm unit .With the help of the nevisCura room
sensor, which is installed at the height of the
baseboards, caregivers can work more efficiently and
effectively; more efficiently in that they are
automatically notified of critical situations such as
falls or leaving the bed; more effectively in that long-
term analyses and the connection of further sensor
technology and care documentation enable better
prevention of critical situations and illnesses. The
nevisCura room sensor is very discreet and fully
compliant with data protection.

Description of the solution

Nursing staff are overworked and stressed, which
means that many mistakes are made and critical
situations critical situations such as falls are only
detected late. The industry records one of the highest
number of sick days and a high turnover of nursing
staff of almost 50% within 7 years. Caregivers often
have to work quickly and cannot take care of all
residents at the same time. This is especially
noticeable at night, when one caregiver is responsible
is responsible for 50 residents. That's why the senior
living residence was looking for a digital a digital
solution that would help the often overburdened staff
to identify and monitor falls and other and analyze
them in order to relieve nursing staff effectively and in
the long term.

What challenge did the customer face?

Real-time fall detection in
premises where caregivers do
not perform permanent visual
checks

Result:

13 one-room apartments
9 2-room apartments
Period: 8 weeks

Project Scope:

The nevisCura room sensor in the senior
living residence of the AWO Kreisverbands
e.V. am Schlosspark Neuwied
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Residents do not have to carry any objects or
take action themselves if a fall occurs. At the
same time, the technology also respects privacy
because, unlike cameras or 3D sensors, no
sensitive data is collected. The solution is
superior to other products because other
intended devices, such as wearables, are often
not worn in practice or the technologies are
highly privacy intrusive. In addition, other
systems do not have sufficient accuracy, are
associated with high installation and
maintenance costs, or are very expensive.

Differentiation from other solutions?

Sensor mats were used (as in most facilities), which are placed on the floor directly in front of the
bed and cover only a small part of the room.

What other solutions did the customer try before nevisCura?

Impressions


